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Goal:
• Explore learning of industry 4.0 concepts and skills through resolving system 

operation problems by using cloud-based design and simulation.
Approach:
• Engage novice engineering students in exploring a technological system behavior 

through modeling with Onshape and simulation with Blender. 
• Investigate learning Industry 4.0 concepts and skills for different student 

categories. 

The theorem describes the following effect: rotation of an object 
around its first and third principal axes is stable, while rotation 
around its second principal axis (or intermediate axis) is not. This 
effect is demonstrated under microgravity condition, but it is visible 
in various cases on earth as well.

Galileo satellite • Part of the Technion 1st-year course “Intro to Industrial 
Engineering and System Integration” (2 h. lecture, 2 h. lab)

• Dzhanibekov effect: unwanted flips while satellite rotates 
around the axis with intermediate value of  

Moment of Inertia (MOI).

• Example. MOI calculated by Onshape
Lxx = 1,820.52, Lyy = 2,867.77, Lzz = 4,500.09

Simplified CAD model
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Research goal and approach

Solutions to eliminate the satellite instability

• Intermediate MOI moved to X axis. 

Lxx = 1,964.12, Lyy = 973.05, Lzz = 2,439.61

Exposure to Industry 4.0 technologies 87
Interest in innovative technologies 90
Intro to exploration of physical phenomena  with simulation 93
Experience in a simulation environment 90
Learning the concept of moment of inertia and its application 90
Integrating physics and digital technology for IEM engineers 87

The students' reflections:
"The workshop helped to understand how science can be applied to solve real 
problems with the help of innovative technologies.”
“Using Blender we tested how designs we made affected the satellite stability. It  
helped me understand the power of simulation in design."

Dzhanibekov Effect

Workshop 2: IAF students design a stable spacecraft using Onshape

The workshop given at the Israeli Air Force (IAF) Technical 
College. The students had experience in SolidEdge.

The students learned: the concepts of space science, 
inertia and MOI, and self-learned Onshape. They were 
exposed to the instability effect and the Cassini 
spacecraft and assigned to investigate its stability 
through simulation.

Group 1 Group 2

Learning outcomes:
• All the students succeeded to model the Cassini parts in Onshape. 75% of them 

succeeded to design stable motion model. 50% succeeded to verify the model by 
simulation.

• More than 70% of students successfully passed the knowledge quiz on basic 
concepts of space Science 

Appreciation of the Onshape experience:
• Environment described as user-intuitive  - 88%
• User Friendly - 75%
• Efficient engineering collaborative design - 88%
• Improved CAD performance - 85%

Workshop 1: Technion students inquire satellite motion with Onshape

The models developed by students using Onshape

Students’ high evaluation of the workshop contribution (%)

Goal: examine the proposed approach to 
educating practical engineers in simulation-
based design.

The assignment and students’ solutions

The students used Onshape to design and assemble the Cassini model, analyze its 
MOIs, and redesign to avoid the flipping effect. The students investigated the motion 
stability of the model by simulation in Blender under microgravity conditions.  

Evaluation of the workshop contribution

Workshop 3: School students learn about Industry 4.0 with Onshape
Goal: Engage high school students in learning Industry 4.0 technologies and tools 
through hands-on simulation-based inquiry into satellite motion. 
Participants: 11th grade students from a comprehensive school studying the 
“Engineering Systems” course.

Evaluation of the workshop contribution
• By modeling the spacecraft and verifying its rotational stability, the students 

acquired first skills of cloud-based design with Onshape and dynamic simulation 
with Blender.

• The industrial revolution subject sparked the interest of all students.

• The practice with Onshape was highly engaging for the students.

• Some students indicated that the workshop motivated them to self-learn Blender 
simulation software.

Discussion and conclusion

• Cloud-based design and simulation technologies provide new tools for remote 
learning of spacecraft systems that are inaccessible for direct hands-on 
exploration.

• The three workshops were effective in exposing engineering freshmen, technical 
college students, and high-school students to the Industry 4.0 concepts and skills. 

• We will continue the study to deeper evaluate the proposed approach and explore 
the dynamic properties of different technological systems.

Workshop activities

• Learning about the Fourth Industrial Revolution and 
its implications on the industry and society.

• Learning the concept of MOI.

• Introduction to Onshape and Blender.  

• Practice with Onshape: exploration of a ready-made 
model of a satellite and its MOI properties.

• Making predictions about the satellite motion.    

• Practice with Blender.

• Verification of the prediction.

• Intermediate MOI moved to Z axis. 

Lxx = 319.21, Lyy = 3,121.14, Lzz = 2,997.01

The Dzhanibekov effect, also called the intermediate axis theorem or tennis racket 
theorem, describes the behavior of a rigid body with three distinct principal moments 
of inertia. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moment_of_inertia#Principal_axes

